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COGNITION AND INSTRUCTION: BRIDGING LABORATORY
AND CLASSROOM SETTINGS

Researchers who conduct laboratory studies of memory, reasoning, and forgetting, almost always with undergraduate students as participants, have much in common with researchers who conduct classroom studies of memory, reasoning, and cumulative understanding, usually with pre-college students as participants. Yet studies within these two settings have traditionally used distinct research methods and addressed different questions (Linn 1990; Brown 1992; Collins 1992; Shonkoff & Phillips 2000; Shavelson & Towne 2002; Bell et al. 2004). This chapter focuses on ways that research deriving from laboratory and classroom traditions can be mutually informative. In particular, this chapter focuses on studies that both address the cognitive mechanisms underlying learning and seek answers to questions of genuine educational importance. While this chapter has broad implications for practitioners, its primary goal is to encourage traditional laboratory researchers to broaden research programs to address complex, educationally relevant learning.

Beginning with a consideration of conditions that have fostered the separation between laboratory and classroom research traditions, we discuss two methodological approaches utilized in recent projects that broaden basic cognitive research on learning and increase its educational relevance. One approach consists of laboratory research designed to examine whether existing laboratory findings and principles extend to materials and retention intervals that are educationally realistic. The second approach consists of classroom studies that test whether principles of learning derived from laboratory research can upgrade instruction in actual classrooms. We conclude with recommendations for research methods that bridge the gap between the laboratory and classrooms and have the potential to address real-world educational problems often considered intractable. We specifically advocate partnerships among the varied stakeholders, including laboratory and classroom researchers, to address the pressing dilemmas facing educational policy makers today.
Rationale: Getting Beyond the Basic vs. Applied Distinction

Traditional psychological research on learning has made an implicit distinction between basic and applied investigations. Basic research, aimed at understanding human cognitive processes, has been associated with laboratory-based studies using simple, clearly defined materials, controlled conditions, and delays on the order of minutes or hours. Applied research, aimed at improving classroom instruction and promoting lifelong learning, has been associated with classroom-based studies using complex curriculum materials and assessments of students’ understanding, retention, and transfer across retention intervals extending to months or years.

The overall distinction between basic and applied research has been challenged in recent years (Stokes 1997). This distinction can lead researchers to assume that any work conducted in a use-based setting, such as a classroom, is by definition an application of some finding. In contrast, Stokes (1997) argues that research in complex contexts can yield generalizable insights in its own right. Stokes argues that many important basic scientific discoveries have emerged from attempts to solve applied problems (e.g., Pasteur’s germ theory of disease).

We suggest that the basic vs. applied distinction is unhelpful in research on learning and instruction because the boundaries have become blurred. The implication that basic research is necessary to guide and inform applied research is not consistent with numerous classroom studies that yield powerful findings (e.g., diSessa 2000; Songer et al. 2003). Instead, work in areas such as design-based research illustrates how generalizable principles of learning and instruction can be derived from iterative attempts to design and improve classroom instruction (e.g., Brown 1992; Cobb et al. 2003; Shavelson et al. 2003; Linn et al. 2004). Recent psychological studies also support this view by showing that educational research conducted in classroom settings (Anderson et al. 2004; Klahr & Li 2005) yields unique, valuable basic research insights. These studies can raise new questions for investigation and reveal unexplored assumptions made within laboratory studies (e.g., Brown 1992; Richland et al. 2004). Classroom studies document important educational variables, such as the role of everyday experience with physics, which are neglected in laboratory work. Classroom work can also reveal whether cognitive mechanisms identified to impact learning for simple stimuli and following short delays also guide learning for more complex materials and longer delays. Finally, classroom studies often reveal unintended consequences of laboratory findings when implemented in settings that are part of a complex system (Schofield 1995).

We suggest that the historic distinction between basic and applied research has fueled the separation between laboratory and classroom-based research. This has led to largely separate bodies of literature and reduced the cross-fertilization of ideas and findings across these settings. Stokes’ (1997) framework of use-based research has inspired both researchers and the National Science Foundation to emphasize the utility of research that begins with educational questions or currently intractable instructional debates as sources for investigating general mechanisms underlying learning (Klahr & Li 2005). We suggest that this framework can help forge connections between laboratory and classroom-based research traditions.

Desirable Difficulties: Implications for Classroom Learning

Many commonly accepted findings from laboratory studies of learning have quite provocative and potentially important implications for education. This chapter focuses on one such cluster of laboratory-based research findings that have demonstrated the beneficial effects of increasing the apparent difficulty of initial learning opportunities. These findings have been categorized as “desirable difficulties,” a term Bjork (1994, 1999) used to describe principles for designing instruction that make learning seem more difficult during acquisition, slowing the apparent rate of acquisition, but lead to increased long-term retention and transfer. These principles are largely counterintuitive, and teachers and students alike are regularly misled to believe that the rate of acquisition is an effective predictor of learning. However, laboratory-based research has demonstrated that this is unreliable and instead, greater difficulty and slow acquisition can be markers of richer encoding and longer-term retention.

Such desirable difficulties include using tests rather than presentations as learning events (e.g., Gates 1917; Glover 1989; McDaniel & Fisher 1991; Roediger & Karpicke 2005); spacing rather than massing study sessions (for reviews see Dempster 1988, 1989, 1996; Lee & Genovese 1988; Glenberg 1992); interleaving rather than blocking to-be-learned materials and tasks (see, e.g., Shea & Morgan 1979; Carlson & Yaros 1999) and varying the conditions of practice rather than keeping conditions constant and predictable (e.g., Catalano & Klein 1984; Homa & Cullin 1984; Reder et al. 1986; Mannes & Kintsch 1987). Each of these desirable difficulties has been well replicated in controlled experiments, usually with simple verbal or motor tasks and short retention intervals, and in a few cases with more complex real-world tasks, especially in the cognitive-motor domain. Whether such manipulations can enhance learning in the classroom remains, however, largely an open issue.

Recent studies have begun to bridge from the traditional laboratory studies to more educationally relevant materials and settings, and this process has raised new questions and areas for study. This body of research provides an excellent window into the processes of forging connections between laboratory and classroom studies of learning. Investigations have taken two approaches: (1) determining how far theoretical principles derived from laboratory research extend to educationally relevant curricula materials and substantial delays; and (2) determining how to design classroom interventions to enable all students to meet the goals of everyday instruction. In the sections that follow, we discuss representative research programs that take each approach to investigate learning principles within the cluster of desirable difficulties. We consider advantages and challenges inherent within each approach.

APPROACH 1: INCREASING THE EDUCATIONAL RELEVANCE OF LABORATORY STUDIES

Many foundational studies of learning have been conducted with simple materials, such as word pairs, word lists, or simple motor tasks, which may engage quite different processing than do more familiar and complex types of educational materials. These studies also typically measured retention over short time-intervals, not over the kinds of long-term


Extending Test Effects to Educational Materials

Roediger and Karpicke (2005) demonstrate the relevance of laboratory findings about the test effect's impact on retention to educationally relevant reading comprehension tasks. Participants in two studies studied short prose passages selected from the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL; Rogers 2001). They then had the opportunity to study some of these materials again and were also given a free-recall comprehension test on the other passages (without feedback). Finally, retention of the material was tested at a five-minute, two-day, or a one-week delay in a between-subject design. The results exhibit a striking interaction: In the immediate (five-minute) condition, participants recalled more in the study–study condition than they did in the study–test condition. After a delay of either two or seven days, however, participants showed greater memory for passages that had been tested rather than re-studied.

In a second experiment, Roediger and Karpicke examined the effects of repeated test opportunities as compared to more intensive study. In a between-subjects design, participants either studied a prose passage four times consecutively (SSSS), studied it three times consecutively and then were tested (SSST), or studied it once and were tested three times (STTT). Recall was then tested five minutes or after one week. As in the prior experiment, Roediger and Karpicke found that there was a short-term benefit for re-studying the passage multiple times. After a week's delay, however, participants who were tested during the learning phase performed much better than learners who only studied the passage, and there was an additional small benefit for testing multiple times over testing once. Interestingly, students reported that the SSSS condition was least interesting, but predicted they would learn the most.

This study demonstrates that for complex prose passages, testing is a more powerful learning tool than direct study over the long term, although direct study can show greater memory benefits in the short term. By increasing the educational validity of the materials implemented in this study as well as the test format, these researchers provide an important bridge to educational settings. The interaction between condition with retention interval obtained by Roediger and Karpicke replicates earlier laboratory findings, particularly those obtained by Hogan and Kintsch (1971), and thus provides a good example of a laboratory finding that carries over to materials and retention intervals that are educationally realistic. Recent studies have demonstrated success in incorporating tests into undergraduate psychology courses (Leeming 2002; McDaniels, 2004) indicating that the extension of this research to instruction is useful. Leeming (2002) gave 192 students short tests at the beginning of every class period in four psychology courses, and found higher course grades, higher retention, greater satisfaction, and fewer course withdrawals from participating students than from prior courses with only four total exams.

When advocating for the use of tests as learning events, a second question emerges from this research. Specifically, what is the effect on recall of incorrect materials either generated or considered during a test event? For example, if a test is in multiple-choice format and the learner considers three incorrect alternatives for every problem, will the test effect improve their false memory for these items as correct responses?

These questions are under investigation by Roediger and Marsh (2005) and McDermott (2006). In Roediger and Marsh's study, undergraduate participants who studied text materials were tested on the materials they read, as well as materials they did not study but
might have known from prior experience. They were then tested on multiple-choice problems with two, four, or six alternatives and asked to answer every question, even if they had to guess. After a short delay, participants were given a cued-recall test on both the studied and unstudied materials and for materials tested earlier and not tested earlier. Participants were asked not to guess on this final test.

Rowdiger and Marsh found that the test effect was replicated overall, that is, there were benefits on the final cued-recall test of having been tested earlier via multiple-choice items. A closer examination of their results reveals, however, that the effect decreased linearly with the number of alternatives. The test effect was most pronounced when questions were initially tested with only two alternatives, it was less strong with four alternatives, and even less effective with six alternatives. Second, the number of false lures given as answers in the second test increased linearly with the number of alternatives, such that the fewest were given when initially tested with two alternatives and the most were given when initially tested with six alternatives. Participants had been asked not to guess, which suggests that production of the false lures reflected false beliefs that these answers were correct. Analyses revealed that participants who remembered and continued to choose an answer they incorrectly selected during the first test drove these error data.

These studies suggest that the test effect leads to increased retention when students produce correct information, but also enables students to learn material that is inaccurate, if they generate the inaccurate information in response to test questions. This raises the issue of feedback and explicit error correction.

**Extending Laboratory Studies of Feedback**

Research on feedback has a long tradition within studies of learning, and these recent results suggest that the use of testing as a learning event requires consideration of feedback strategies. Pashler et al. (2003) found, for example, that adding feedback to tests can foster subsequent correct recall even under conditions such as delaying the test which increase the likelihood of an error being made. Feedback has been demonstrated to be powerful in both laboratory and classroom studies, though there is reason to believe that optimal feedback conditions for learning may be somewhat different across settings and materials.

We discuss two research areas in which laboratory-based studies of feedback can be informative to educational practice. One such body of research has focused on the role of differences in the timing of feedback, specifically the amount of delay between when a learner is tested and when they receive feedback. Insights into the optimal timing for feedback are useful in organizing classroom instruction and designing technological learning environments.

Kulik and Kulik (1988) conducted a meta-analysis of experimental research on feedback timing using simple and educational tests. Interestingly, some discrepancies about the optimal feedback emerged based upon the nature of the learned materials. The meta-analysis revealed that immediate feedback tended to be more effective than longer delayed feedback when learning materials were more complex educational tests and in educational settings. This finding resonates with studies showing that when teachers return student homework and tests quickly, students learn more (Sloane & Linn 1988). In contrast,

delayed feedback was more effective for simple stimuli and abstract materials in laboratory settings. Differences in the posttest materials may provide some insight into this finding. In the majority of the applied studies, the posttest materials were different from the exact items tested during the feedback training. By contrast, the majority of the tests of abstract material examined posttest scores on the identical training materials. Because educators are often more concerned with learners' ability to develop knowledge that can transfer to tests that have somewhat different features from the initial learning context, so the laboratory-based studies may be more relevant. Thus, increased delays to feedback could lead to greater retention but less flexibility in knowledge representations.

Alternatively, subtle differences in the time-scales between studies may also impact the different patterns of feedback delays on learning. For instance, the delayed feedback in the educational settings was typically given after day or week delays. In contrast, delayed feedback in laboratory settings and with simple stimuli tended to be given after each item or at the end of the test, with delays of the order of minutes or hours. The Kulik and Kulik (1988) findings might indicate that a short delay to feedback, on the order of minutes or hours, would be most optimal in a classroom setting.

Another factor may have been that only a small selection of the laboratory studies, and none of the applied studies, tested the impact of feedback timing on a delayed test. In the motor literature and cognitive tests where items are learned during testing, immediate feedback is demonstrated to be more effective than delayed feedback on a test after a minimal delay, though delayed feedback is reliably more effective after a longer test delay (see, e.g., Tulsky 1977; Schmidt & Turvey 1990; Weinstein & Scharff 1989). Based on these types of findings, the desirable-difficulty framework would recommend delayed feedback in order to produce longer-term retention, although short-term gains might be obtained through immediate feedback (Bjork 1994, 1999). More research is necessary to determine whether this would hold in more complex settings, or whether, as indicated in Kulik and Kulik's (1988) analysis, there are multiple determinants for the impact of feedback on longer-term retention.

Laboratory research has also been able to focus on the relationship between specific characteristics of test items and feedback. For instance, recent studies have clarified the interplay between confidence in incorrect prior knowledge and feedback on educational materials. Butterfield and Metcalfe (2001) found that errors made with high confidence were "hyper-corrected" by feedback—that is, the errors were most likely to be replaced by correct answers on a delayed test. In this study, participants were tested on their prior knowledge for general information trivia items. People were asked to rate their confidence in the accuracy of their responses to free recall questions, and then were given immediate feedback. Feedback consisted of both a statement of their accuracy and the correct response if they had been in error.

Butterfield and Metcalfe were thus able to identify high confidence errors, that is, items on which a giver participant had initially indicated high confidence in their accuracy, but that in fact were errors. After a delay, participants were given a final test on a subset of the same set of trivia items, half that were answered correctly, and half that were answered incorrectly. People were asked to produce the answer they believed to be most correct and to produce two other responses that came to mind. One might expect that the high confidence errors would be resistant to change, and thus these items would be less accurate at posttest. In contrast, findings revealed that participants were more likely to correct errors for content in which they had originally expressed high confidence in their accuracy.
People did remember their initial answers, and frequently listed them within the three potential responses, but they successfully identified that these were not correct.

These findings build on early studies in which learners who answered a question incorrectly were found to study feedback more carefully if they had previously assumed the answers were correct than if they had not expected to answer the question correctly (Kulhavy & Stock 1989). Interestingly, these authors also found that these results could be increased by adding a small delay of minutes between test and feedback. This dovetails nicely with the emerging principle that a short delay to feedback may be optimal for promoting longer-term retention of some complex content.

Overall, these data reveal that feedback can play a substantial role in making testing an effective learning opportunity. In particular, these laboratory-based studies provide insights into the optimal timing of feedback, the interaction of feedback and content complexity, and the interaction between feedback and confidence ratings. Determining ideal feedback strategies can have implications for classroom teachers and for the design of technology-based curricula. The role of feedback in correcting high-confidence errors is particularly important since these are likely to be persistent sources of misconceptions within classroom learning when incorrect. Care needs to be taken, however, in attempting to remedy strongly held beliefs because these often have experience-based justifications that deserve attention (diSessa 2000; Linn & Hsi 2000). For example, when students argue that metals are colder than wood at room temperature because they feel colder, the remedy needs to respect the tactile evidence and help learners reinterpret their experiences.

Extending the Generation Effect

A second learning principle identified in the laboratory is that closely related to the test effect is the generation effect (Slameck & Graf 1978). In the test-effect studies, students typically answer questions that address information studied earlier in the experiment. In generation-effect studies, a similar procedure is sometimes employed, asking the two effects essentially the same, or participants are asked to generate answers based on their prior knowledge, not based on recently studied information (thus, to give a simple example, participants might be asked to generate the incomplete words in “A weather phenomenon? Th*AGR and Lgh*n*g”). Generation is then compared to conditions in which learners only read or listen to the material. As in the case of test effects, materials that are generated tend to be recalled better than words that are studied, and often recalled much better (see, e.g., Jacoby 1978). Because classroom learning relies upon both acquisition of new knowledge and retrieval of prior knowledge, both laboratory-based learning principles have relevance. Generation provides one specific framework for conceptualizing active participation in classroom instruction, by enabling learners to retrieve prior knowledge as part of their acquisition of new learning. Engaging students in active participation has been a major part of educational reform recommendations, though the precise meaning of this term has been interpreted in many ways.

In the decades since the initial generation-effect experiments, such as the study by Slameck and Graf, which tended to employ simple materials, the generation effect has been found to be robust, with a wide set of more educationally relevant materials. deWinstanley (1995), for example, replicated the generation effect using trivia facts and
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Perna et al. (1999) demonstrated that the generation effect improves recall of multiplication facts.

Educationally, another important question is whether students can learn the benefit of generation as a learning strategy, and thus whether its use during instruction will lead students to improve their own learning. Learning to learn has long been a primary goal of educational settings (Brown 1992). deWinstanley and Bjork (2004) investigated whether students could learn to use the generation effect to improve their own reading comprehension and whether student participants would learn to monitor and use generation methods independently when they participated in an experiment in which they could experience the benefits of generation over study. In two experiments, participants studied two paragraphs of science text which were each presented one phrase at a time. In a within-subjects manipulation, participants were either required to generate a critical word in each phrase or were asked to read the critical word. People completed a first paragraph in which they were given both read and generated phrases and were tested on that paragraph, via a fill-in-the-blank test for the critical words, before moving on to the second paragraph. The order of the paragraphs was counterbalanced across subjects.

For the first of the studied paragraphs, deWinstanley and Bjork replicated the generation effect, showing that learners retrieved items they had generated more successfully than items they had read. Surprisingly, following the second paragraph, participants performed as well on items they had read as words they had generated and at about the level of the generated items in the first paragraph. This finding, replicated in a second and third experiment, lends support for the conclusion proposed by deWinstanley and Bjork that learners discovered a more effective processing strategy by their second study opportunity. Specifically, they argue that participants observed the benefit of generation in the first paragraph and then used this technique on their own for the second paragraph even for items that were designated as read phrases. They also demonstrate in two studies that when learners were not allowed to compare their own read and generated performance, they did not show the same change in performance. Rather, the generation condition had an advantage over read for all paragraphs. This is a potentially important finding because it provides insight into how the design of generation-effect experiences can be used to teach children more generally in academic and study skills. The generation effect has not been replicated in all study designs, but these findings may provide some insight into students' understanding of the generation effect and how they can learn to apply this strategy to their own learning.

Recent experimental studies have used students' allocations of study time to demonstrate that metacognitive awareness of desirable-difficulty principles and test difficulty can impact students' decisions about how to control their own learning (Metcalfe & Kornell 2003; Son 2004; Kornell & Metcalfe in press). These studies revealed that if students have limited study time, they monitor and control the timing for study repetitions (Son 2004) and length of study (Metcalfe & Kornell 2003; Kornell & Metcalfe in press) based upon the apparent difficulty of the learning materials in reliable, productive ways. Thus with the deWinstanley and Bjork (2004) findings, these experiments suggest that students could learn to exert control over their available study time in optimal ways through educational experiences with desirable difficulty.

In summary, studies of the test effect and the generation effect jointly shed light on the importance of asking students to respond to questions in the course of learning. These studies also provide insight into the role of desirable difficulties within instruction as a
means for improving student learning and study skills. Expert learners who have a good understanding of their own learning processes may institute self-testing activities that enable them to learn more effectively. These studies suggest, however, that most learners benefit from prompts or manipulations that increase the likelihood that they generate responses and, as a result, examine their own learning.

**Extending the Effects of Spacing to Educationally Realistic Retention Intervals**

Another major limitation of many cognitive psychological theories for informing educational practice is that memory for learning is tested only after minutes or hours, or at most a day or two. Recent projects have begun to address whether laboratory findings extend to educationally realistic retention intervals. An illustrative set of studies by Pashler and his colleagues (Cepeda et al. 2006) have examined whether the spacing effect, a robust effect in laboratory studies, extends to educationally meaningful retention intervals. The spacing effect refers to the memory benefit that occurs when there is an interval between repetitions of study materials as opposed to study sessions that are consecutive or massed. The length of spacing intervals when compared with shorter spacing intervals (e.g., Tseng & D'Agostino 1976). For reviews of spacing and lag effects, see Dempster (1989, 1996).

In a quantitative meta-analysis of existing research on spacing in verbal learning paradigms, Cepeda et al. (2006) examined the relationship between the length of intervals between successive practice opportunities and retention. In an analysis of 317 experiments from 184 articles, they compared 398 accuracy scores, 839 assessments of distributed practice, and 169 effect sizes. Overall, they found a strong positive effect of spacing over massing on long-term retention, but they also found that increasing the spacing interval beyond a certain optimal point, which is longer than the final retention interval, results in a slight decrease in long-term retention. Thus, for a given retention interval, an increase in inter-study interval causes test performance to first increase and then decrease. This meta-analysis clarifies early findings that drew attention to the power of inter-study intervals during list learning (e.g., Glenberg 1976), and highlights the importance of the length of the retention interval in decisions about the optimal timing of study.

Cepeda et al. (2006) noted that their meta-analysis reveals some important limitations of current laboratory research on spacing, especially that very few studies examine recall performance after delays of weeks, months, and years, which is, across educationally realistic retention intervals. They also noted that to explore applications of the spacing effect to children's learning, given educationally realistic retention intervals, it becomes necessary to understand how developmental effects interact with the effects of spacing.

As an important step in examining the spacing effect across realistic intervals, Cepeda et al. (2006, unpublished paper) examined foreign language, factual, and visual object learning with a substantial range of inter-study intervals and retention intervals out to six months in some cases. Again, the results suggest that some spacing vs. massing is very beneficial, but that for any given retention interval there is an optimal spacing interval and that further spacing has deleterious, if slight, effects. Cepeda et al. also argued that the non-monotonic relationship between the inter-study interval and retention interval makes the form that as the retention interval increases, the optimal spacing interval is a decreasing fraction of the final retention interval. These studies build on prior research demonstrating the potential for very long-term retention of educational content following spaced practice (e.g., Baltrick & Phelps 1977).

In a study of the spacing effect using mathematical materials, Rohrer and Taylor (in press) taught undergraduates how to calculate the number of permutations of a letter string in which at least one letter was repeated. Learners were then given ten practice trials, either all at once or spaced over two sessions with a one-week delay. Participants were spaced one or four weeks later. Spaced practice resulted in poorer performance at the one-week interval, but better performance after the four-week delay. Additional study practice during the week made no difference—spacing was still better. This study, along with others, suggests that the spacing effect is useful not only for rote, memorized, items, but also for materials that require some generalization and application to new content features.

Studies of the spacing effect have useful implications for classroom learning. Curriculum designers and teachers make many decisions about spacing of tests as well as spacing of topics. These laboratory studies of spaced testing indicate that spaced testing of previously learned material could be quite powerful. They also imply the benefit of cumulative tests in educational settings that prompt re-study for information across a school year, or even multiple years. Unfortunately, these are not extremely common within current classroom practice, where most tests are considered final assessments of a single curriculum topic and are not repeated over spaced intervals.

The implications for curriculum organization are more nuanced. The benefits of spacing suggest a rationale for practices such as the spiral curriculum, in which a large number of topics are studied each year and then are reintroduced at regular intervals over multiple school years. Education assessments do not seem, however, to provide good support for the effectiveness of spiral curricula; indeed, some have argued that the spiral curriculum may be responsible for why American students perform less well than their international counterparts on international comparison tests in mathematics and science (Schmidt et al. 2001). The realities of schooling mean that a spiral curriculum increases the total number of topics covered in a given academic year. Dramatic differences in the number of topics covered have been reported between countries that do well on international comparison tests, such as Japan and the Czech Republic, and countries that do poorly, such as the United States. For example, in Japan in middle school science, eight topics are covered, while the average for American classrooms is over 60 (Linn et al. 2000).

Thus, the generalization of the spacing effect to educational contexts invites new questions for study. For example, most studies of the spacing effect rely on retention of individual ideas, rather than the development of conceptual understanding. Research is needed to clarify how the spacing effect works for accumulating conceptual knowledge of topics. Nevertheless, research to date on the spacing effect clearly reveals advantages for spaced study for the long-term retention that is a hallmark of successful classroom instruction.

**Overlearning in the Laboratory and Implications for the Classroom**

The use of assessments as learning events raises the open question: Can there be too much of a good thing? Recent educational reforms that tout the use of standardized assessment
measures to hold teachers and schools accountable for students' performance, termed "high stakes accountability," has led to increased instruction using drill practice in which learners practice on test items even after demonstrating success. Overlearning, as a laboratory procedure, consists of continued study or practice after some criterion level of mastery or recall has been achieved. Laboratory studies, some tracing back many decades, suggest that overlearning can enhance long-term retention. From an educational practice standpoint, however, two questions are relevant: (1) Do such results also obtain with educationally realistic materials and retention intervals? (2) If so, does the benefit due to overlearning justify the additional expenditure of time? While the answers to these questions are not yet known, some progress has been made toward understanding the impact of overlearning with classroom materials.

Research by Rohrer et al. (2005) provides some insight. In one of their experiments, designed to examine whether the benefits of overlearning are maintained over time, they had participants learn word pairs that linked cities and countries. There was a standard learning condition that consisted of five learning trials for the to-be-learned pairs, and an overlearning condition that consisted of 20 such trials. Retention tests were administered at one, three, or nine weeks. At all retention intervals, participants in the overlearning condition performed better than did participants in the standard condition, but the magnitude of the difference fell substantially across those intervals. In a second experiment, the overlearning group studied the materials twice as many times as did the comparison group. On a test administered four weeks later, there were no significant differences between groups.

Caution is always necessary when interpreting the absence of differences, but these findings may well have implications for classroom practices. Specifically, they question the value of popular drill activities in mathematics and reading. From these data, it appears that students would be better off spending time learning new material rather than overlearning old material, such as math facts, through repeated testing in preparation for high-stakes assessments.

The spacing of repeated learning opportunities may also have a direct impact on the efficacy of overlearning. In a study examining the effects of a spaced repetition of previously overlearned high school mathematics content, Bahrick and Hall (1991) examined life-span retention of high school algebra and geometry concepts. These authors used cross-sectional data to compare the retention of learners who had learned the material in one time period, during high school, to the retention of learners who had retaught the same overlearned material in a later college course. They found strong relationships such that when the initial learning was spaced over several years, retention for the content remained high up to 50 years later. In contrast, when initial learning was concentrated in a single year, or a shorter time period, forgetting proceeded rapidly. The researchers found near-chance performance levels for the relevant mathematical materials when tested after the life-span retention intervals.

Overall, these studies suggest that overlearned material has the potential to remain in memory indefinitely when acquisition is spaced over a considerable interval. Without spacing repeated learning opportunities, however, overlearning may not provide a substantial benefit for long-term retention. More research is necessary to determine the optimal relationship between spacing and overlearning, but together these projects urge rethinking of the popular use of repetitive-drill instruction that is concentrated into a single time frame.
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Summary

As revealed in this selective review, a growing group of cognitive psychologists has begun to extend classical studies of learning to materials and retention intervals that are educationally realistic. The initial findings suggest, in some cases, that laboratory phenomena demonstrated with simple materials and short retention intervals often do generalize, but in other cases there are reasons to be cautious in basing educational practices on laboratory findings obtained with materials and intervals that are unrealistic.

Overall, these studies support the claim that taking certain measures to increase the initial difficulty of a learning event can result in greater learning and retention over time. The following specific recommendations emerge from these laboratory studies of desirable difficulty using educational materials or delays:

- Studying information by reading is less effective than studying by testing. So, tests can and should be used as tools for learning and engagement as well as assessment. However, careful thought should be given to the role of false alternatives (e.g., multiple-choice questions) since these can result in increased memory for this incorrect information if not corrected. Feedback might reduce the learning for this incorrect information viewed during testing.

- Feedback is an essential part of students' learning, but the timing for when it is given is critical. In classroom settings, immediate feedback seems to be more effective than feedback after a long delay, but this may depend upon instructional goals and the length of measured delay. Specifically, a short delay (e.g., hours or a day) may be more effective than either immediate feedback after seconds or a long delay of multiple days or longer. Shorter delays (seconds up to one day) may also improve generalized knowledge acquisition, while relatively longer delays (minutes to weeks) improve memorization of precise facts. Further, feedback may have more of an impact on certain materials than for others—in fact, high confidence items that are incorrect.

- Memorization of classroom content can be improved by spacing repetitions of study rather than training on the content all at once. But it is important to ensure that the period between intervals is not so great that the prior knowledge is forgotten. Thus, for example, a spiral curriculum model of allowing an entire year or more to pass between revisits to a topic may be too long. Feedback may be important in ensuring that items are not forgotten, as well as the length of delay.

- Repeated drills on content may result in short-term memory benefits but this type of overlearning practice is not likely to improve longer-term retention. So, if memorization for content over a period of months or years was the goal, increasing intervals to days, weeks, or months between drills would be a better strategy to improve students' long-term memory.

- Learning experiences in which students see the benefits of desirable difficulties can be useful in enhancing their metacognitive sophistication and likelihood of using them to organize their own study. This has been shown in particular for the benefits of generation over more passive reading.

These are important principles with direct implications for classroom learning. Even so, the act of applying these general strategies to classroom instruction often raises new questions. It is critical, therefore, to research desirable-difficulty learning principles in the classroom as well as in the laboratory. In the next section we provide recent examples of
research that raise the main issues inherent in truly bringing laboratory findings to the classroom.

APPRAOCH 2: TESTING LEARNING PRINCIPLES IN CLASSROOM SETTINGS

Classrooms and laboratories prompt learners to activate quite different motivational and attentional states, which can make it challenging to define cognitive principles that will generalize across settings. For this reason, laboratory researchers interested in educational learning are beginning to test cognitive principles in their context of interest: classrooms. These projects have varying research goals, including determining whether principles learned from the laboratory generalize to classroom learning, assessing whether principles derived from laboratory studies can improve classroom learning, and developing principles for the design of future curricula. Some research groups work directly with classroom teachers to develop curricula based on cognitive principles (e.g., Brown & Campione 1994; Gelman & Bremner 2004). Other groups take advantage of technological tools to deliver instruction in regular classes (e.g., Anderson et al. 1995; Linn et al. 2004; Metcalfe et al. 2006, unpublished paper). Research projects in these latter two veins are reviewed to demonstrate available strategies for taking laboratory findings into classroom contexts.

Interventions Integrated into Curriculum Materials

Researchers committed to curricular reforms based on laboratory findings face a tradeoff between educational realism and research control, and often a parallel tradeoff between practitioner and professional support for the work. We describe recent examples of initiatives along this continuum, and consider both the benefits and challenges inherent in the alternative research designs.

Controlled Interventions into Classrooms

One methodology for determining whether laboratory-based learning principles generalize to more dynamic, complex classroom settings and materials is to constrain classroom instruction to create a lab-like setting. This approach can be achieved using designs in which students are pulled out for small-group testing, or where tasks are administered using a controlled technology platform that students complete individually. An example of the latter type is a study recently conducted by Metcalfe et al. (2006, unpublished paper) in which a computer game interface was used to embed science and English vocabulary instruction into an after-school program.

Metcalfe et al. designed instruction that integrated multiple learning principles consistent with the desirable-difficulty framework. They sought to demonstrate that these principles could be used together to improve long-term retention of standards-based science and English vocabulary. The study was conducted with at-risk sixth-grade students at an urban inner-city school. For five weeks, the students interacted with a game-like format in which multiple-learning principles were integrated. Among others, these included testing generation, spaced practice, and feedback. There was also a no-study control. As predicted by the laboratory research, the game-like incorporation of learning principles did enhance students' learning and retention, after a week's delay, of the task vocabulary.

The researchers also replicated these effects with English-language learners who used the technology to learn English vocabulary. These findings provide support for the argument that the desirable-difficulties framework may have direct implications for classroom instruction. The main advantage of this study design is greater educational realism while maintaining experimental rigor and control over the execution of the instruction. This enables easily interpretable comparisons between instructional manipulations. The highly engaging task environment also has the advantage that students are likely to benefit from the difficulty manipulations, because they are only effective if a learner overcomes the challenges. The main disadvantage is that the computer program provides such support that there is still little evidence gained about the likelihood that an educator could successfully implement these principles within everyday classroom activities. For example, students' motivation levels in a group setting could lead to differences in how these principles operate when implemented by a teacher.

Interventions into Classroom Curricula

A second strategy for extending laboratory-based learning principles into the classroom is the introduction of interventions into classroom curricula. Such interventions require partnerships of researchers, teachers, administrators, and curriculum designers. Given these complex partnerships, creating control conditions for these studies is more difficult than it is for laboratory studies.

In a recent program of research that has made direct impact on multiple early childhood educational settings, Gelman and Bremner (2004) describe a long-term collaboration with science teachers to develop Preschool Pathways to Science. The initiative draws on cognitive developmental theories of domain specificity, which is the theoretical argument that children's development of knowledge structures differs between content areas (see Gelman 1998). Most traditional theories of cognition and development describe domain-general processes, but a class of domain-specific learning theories (domain-specific, core knowledge and rational-constructivist) emerged in response to accumulating evidence for young children's fairly sophisticated conceptual capacities in several areas, including quantitative, physical, and biological reasoning. These domain-specific learning theories have implications for the design of learning environments. In particular, they imply the benefits of domain-relevant inputs to build on existing knowledge structures.

The Preschool Pathways to Science curriculum is a science and math program for young children in which tasks are designed to build on domain-specific knowledge structures through selected domain-relevant inputs. Inputs included scientific vocabulary and skills with the scientific method such as observing data, predicting, and assessing predictions. The curriculum program also incorporated key advances in educational design such as constructivist learning environments and connected concepts. These led to tasks jointly developed by teachers and researchers such as making predictions, observing, and assessing predictions for "what is inside an apple."
CURRICULUM INTERVENTIONS USING TECHNOLOGICAL-ENHANCED LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

Collaborative interventions into classroom curriculum can also be conducted using technology-enhanced learning environments. This strategy allows for systematic tests of more general learning principles that coordinate with everyday classroom instruction. These environments deliver consistent instruction, allowing for some control over the inputs going to students, while also freeing the teacher to work individually with students in ways he or she might do ordinarily. Two examples of technology-enhanced learning environments that support this kind of research are the cognitive tutors, built by Anderson (Anderson et al., 1995), and the Web-Based Inquiry Science Environment (WISE, http://wise.berkeley.edu).

Anderson and his colleagues have used an architecture developed to model cognition, called Adaptive Control of Thought (ACT) theory, to design tutors that enhance student learning for procedural knowledge in the domains of algebra, geometry, and LISP programming. Procedural knowledge is emphasized over declarative knowledge, since it is assumed that inert knowledge can be learned more easily, while teaching successful knowledge manipulation and strategy use is more of an instructional challenge. These technological tools guide students to perform geometry proofs and algebra symbol manipulations successfully, as well as to consult other resources such as text and visualizations to understand these complex topics (Anderson et al., 1995; Koedinger & Anderson, 1998; Corbett et al., 2001).

Tutors are now being designed in collaborations with curriculum experts to fit with state curriculum standards and as such have been much more fully integrated into high school classroom math and computer science instruction. These newer models also employ a knowledge-tracing technique, first implemented in the LISP tutor, in which mastery of a skill is broken into components, and students’ acquisition of each component is assessed separately and required before advancement to a next instructional section.
Figure 21.1 Sample screens of WISE software. Information presentation and embedded prompts

and chemical reactions. These modules are also customizable, so a teacher could alter any module to best fit their teaching needs. The customizability also makes them feasible for comparative research. Embedded assessments allow for many sources of data about students' learning process.

Classroom observations of students using WISE projects reveal similarly effective benefits to those found with the cognitive tutors. Students working on science projects guided by the WISE technology tend to spend more time writing notes and conducting experiments than they did with traditional instructional materials (Linn & Hsi 2000). In addition, studies comparing different forms of animations, alternative forms of prompts, and varied discussion tools help clarify the factors that contribute to effective learning (Linn et al. 2004).

WISE allows designers, for example, to embed specific generation questions within the activities (see Figure 21.1). Research by Davis (1998) shows that the type of questions selected for generation can impact student learning. In Davis's work, generation questions varied along the dimension of specificity. One set of generic questions asks students to reflect on what they have learned and identify gaps in their understanding. Another set of more specific questions asks students about specific links that they might have made among materials that they studied. Davis found that the generic questions, which ask students to self-diagnose the gaps in their understanding, were more successful than the specific questions, which students often found somewhat confusing to interpret or found too easy, and therefore said, “Well, I already know that.” The Davis results resonate with the deWinstanley and Bjork study (2004), suggesting that allowing learners to assess their own learning through experience can be an effective strategy to improve their metacognitive awareness and learning skills.

Technological learning environments allow researchers to investigate the cognition underlying learning within classroom curricula and provide some measure of control over the instructional inputs. Even so, there are often limits on the generalizability of these findings to other instruction. The results of these studies often serve to improve the technological intervention itself, rather than seek to provide generalizable knowledge for use in designing alternative learning environments.

**Design-Based Research**

A field of design-based research has emerged to meet the goal of developing generalizable knowledge about the processes of designing effective classroom curriculum interventions. Researchers have begun to study the design process and construct databases of principles that guide and impact designers (e.g., Barab & Squire 2004; Kali et al. 2005). Cognition is conceptualized as being closely tied to the learning context. This research, therefore, moves away from the assumption that lies at the heart of laboratory research traditions, namely that learning principles derived in one setting can be necessarily applied to a new setting.

This body of work derives from the notion of “design experiments,” as initially framed by Collins (1992) and Brown (1992). They described a process of doing experimental research that was situated within classrooms as a means for developing a generalizable body of knowledge about how cognition could be best enhanced in classroom settings. Design experiments (e.g., Brown 1992) are educational interventions that seek to investigate the basic processes of learning and instruction by manipulating classroom contexts in systematic ways. These interventions reveal the complex interplay between classroom curricula, roles of students and teachers, and assessment, all of which Brown argued must be understood and manipulated to fully characterize learning in educational settings. The nature of the interrelationships between these factors made clear experimental manipulations impossible, and involved a tradeoff between experimenter control and realism in data.

This framework has developed into a field of design-based research, in which researchers identify ways to conduct classroom research that leads to optimized learning as well as strategies to guide future designers (e.g., Cobb et al. 2003; Shavelson et al. 2003; Shavelson et al. 2003; Linn et al. 2004) characterize design studies as having several common features, though the studies themselves vary widely. They argue that design studies are typically interventionist and theory-driven in that they test theory by modifying everyday instructional activities, iterative, such that they contain successive modified replications of the interventions, and utility-oriented, in that they are concerned with producing benefits for classroom instruction. They are also process-focused, such that they are concerned with tracing the evolution of student and/or institutional beliefs in general as well as in response to the intervention, multi-leveled in developing links between classroom instruction and broader school or district structures, and collaborative between researchers and these various educational partners. These studies also differ from more
traditional experimental studies in that multiple types of data are collected. Generally, researchers collect a detailed record of the entire study, which may include ethnographic and interview data, design process data, and evidence of student engagement and learning throughout. These data often result in a more complex picture of learning than traditional posttest performance data reveal.

Overall, this research approach is provocative and provides an alternative strategy for conceptualizing educational research. Interestingly, few of the design principles highlighted in this work have focused on learning principles deriving from laboratory research on cognition. Rather, research in this field has tended to focus on principles derived from classroom-situated learning (Kali 2006). While important and revealing, this reliance may also reflect missed opportunities to apply the rich body of laboratory-based research on learning principles, including the benefits of desirable difficulties.

Parallel Studies in Classroom and Laboratory Contexts

In our own collaborative research, we have sought to assess the relevance and applicability of certain laboratory-based learning principles to classroom curriculum through combined laboratory and classroom studies. Our partnership of cognitive psychologists, educational researchers, classroom teachers, policymakers, technology experts, and discipline experts has led to the design of studies in laboratory and classroom contexts that extend findings from laboratory studies using more educationally relevant materials. This research has been conducted with the aim of developing design principles for generalization to other instructional interventions.

Conducting parallel studies in the laboratory and the classroom allows us to test both whether factors identified as important in the laboratory impact classroom learning, and to identify factors explaining performance in the classroom. Our goal is to examine whether the principles within the desirable-difficulties framework (Bjork 1994, 1999), such as generation rather than reading, spacing rather than massing, and interleaving rather than blocking, have the potential to improve instruction. From a research methodology perspective, we have integrated laboratory and classroom studies to investigate further the value of desirable difficulties in educationally realistic learning contexts. Findings from this project so far indicate that these benefits extend to educationally realistic materials and retention intervals.

More specifically, our approach was to examine whether incorporating desirable difficulties into the design of WISE science learning modules could increase their effectiveness. Our initial goal was to examine, under controlled conditions and using introductory psychology students as participants, whether certain difficulties remained desirable when introduced into the learning of educationally realistic materials. It is carefully controlled laboratory studies at UCLA, we have focused on three desirable difficulties: interleaving rather than blocking materials to be learned; having learners generate rather than re-read material presented earlier on in the study phase, and spacing rather than massing practice. Experiments have explored the relevance of these principles to science educational content. We have also used parallel materials to test these same desirable difficulties in classroom learning settings. Through the use of the WISE platform, we were able to conduct very comparable studies in both the laboratory and middle school science classrooms. This strategy allowed us to map closely between laboratory findings, which could be carefully controlled, and classroom findings, which provide insight into the generalizability of these principles from the laboratory to real educational instruction.

In one such experiment we adapted an existing WISE module on astronomy, one that covers the characteristics of planets that are important for the existence of life and is relevant to middle and high school science curriculum standards. The module covered two main characteristics: the mass of a planet, and a planet’s distance from its sun. The effects of generation and interleaving, two desirable difficulties, and their interaction, were tested via a 2 x 2 design, which resulted in four conditions: Interleaving plus Generation, Interleaving plus Reading, Blocking plus Generation, and Blocking plus Reading. Interleaving was manipulated by varying whether the instruction described all of the information about the role of the Mass of a planet and then all of the information about the Distance of a planet (Blocked), or whether the instruction alternated randomly between these two sets of information (Interleaved). Generation was manipulated by varying the study opportunities that learners were given. After learning new information, they were either given a review sentence to copy into their notes (read condition) or they were asked to generate a word to fill a blank within the review sentence (generate).

The results we obtained (from a total of 96 participants) largely replicated the effects of generation and interleaving which have been obtained in laboratory studies using simpler materials. Learners who generated during study opportunities recalled significantly more of the material than learners who had simply re-read and copied the reviewed information. Interleaving materials led to greater ability to integrate information (a main goal of science education) than blocking materials, although there was little impact of interleaving on recall for facts taught during the instruction. These findings supported the hypothesis that these principles could impact complex science curriculum content learning, though the benefits of interleaving were not as large or consistent as the benefits of generation. Even so, the generation manipulation was not as challenging or active as what is advocated by science education curriculum designers.

In a second study using the interleaved version of the WISE astronomy module, the generation effect was explored using more educationally important, complex generation questions. In a between-subjects design, participants were given generation prompts that required either free response answers that integrated multiple pieces of information from either Mass OR Distance content (Single-Topic), or free response answers that integrated information from Mass AND Distance content (Topic-Integration). The latter is a more complex knowledge-integration type of reasoning, and mirrors science education pedagogical goals for students’ thinking. Performance was tested on study questions, retrieval prompts, during instruction and on new questions after a two-day delay. Data from 55 undergraduates revealed that the Topic-Integration generation was more difficult and resulted in lower performance during learning but led to higher performance on new questions on a posttest following a two-day delay (Richland et al. 2005). This suggests that complex generation led to learning above and beyond only retention of the information generated successfully.

While these findings supported the extension of generation and interleaving principles to classroom-relevant technology environments and materials, a further step was necessary to determine whether they would impact learning in a classroom context. As argued by design-based researchers, the close relationship between cognition and context could make these principles unlikely to impact science curriculum learning within a classroom setting. Thus, a slightly modified version of the same WISE module was tested in
eighth-grade classrooms in a California Bay Area public middle school. The experiment involved 140 students. As in the laboratory experiment, Interleaving and Generation were manipulated between-subjects in a 2 × 2 design. Generation was manipulated between simple generation (single fact, as in the first WISE experiment described above) and complex Intra-category generation (as in the second WISE Experiment described above). Importantly, findings revealed main effects of both generation and interleaving, indicating that these desirable difficulties have benefits that extend into the dynamic, less controlled, classroom context (Cheng 2004). When tested on new questions on a posttest, students who performed complex, inter-category generation scored higher than students who performed single fact generation. Similarly, students who were taught through interleaved material scored higher on posttest problems than students who were taught through blocked materials.

Interpreting Laboratory and Classroom Findings

Conducting parallel studies in laboratory and classroom settings has revealed dilemmas that signal underlying questions about the nature of learning. They have also led to promising research designs. If the goal of classroom learning is to have students hold up new ideas to existing views, sort out promising perspectives, link new information to related information, and organize ideas, then experimental studies of the recall of a single isolated idea may obscure the complexities of the process. The desirable difficulties that we set out to investigate, while distinct in prior laboratory settings, are more difficult to distinguish in classroom instruction. For example, the test effect and the generation effect have many similarities in complex learning of science. Testing of individuals on complex topics requires asking them to generate ideas that frequently incorporate their personal prior scientific knowledge. Yet generation is a more complex task than distinguishing whether or not a term is the correct match to a stimulus. As a result, the test effect and the generation effect become conflated when valid assessments are included in instruction.

More importantly, spacing and interleaving are conflated in complex learning because successful understanding of the topic requires making sense of related ideas, not just overcoming interference or forgetting. When teachers space instruction of specific topics, they introduce other course-related activities in between. Most often, this will include learning about alternative content within the same domain that has connections to the spaced topic (e.g., a second science topic may be taught during spaced intervals of a science lesson). When students organize their own study they may connect the spaced topic to material they encounter between repetitions. In the process of making sense of the spaced topic, students inevitably consider connections with topics and experiences that they encounter within the same classroom context. By contrast in laboratory studies, spacing and interleaving are differentiated by the degree of interference that the interleaved activity introduces. Interleaved topics are intended to slightly interfere with the learning of each individual topic. Spacing manipulations ideally do not involve active interference so much as opportunities for forgetting.

The complex interconnectedness of the cognitive processes underlying classroom instruction has traditionally made it difficult to extrapolate learning principles developed from the laboratory directly to the design of classroom instruction. Research conducted in the laboratory tradition typically focuses on single, isolated manipulations such as spacing (Bahrick & Phelps 1987), generation (Slamecka & Graf 1978), or testing (Gates 1977). In contrast, classroom interventions tend to require attention to multiple, connected manipulations. For this reason, design-based researchers have critiqued findings from laboratory studies as unclear as far as their applicability to the widely interconnected classroom setting, whereas laboratory researchers have critiqued design-based research findings as non-diagnostic as to what factor, or combination of factors, may be responsible for observed effects.

The types of studies reviewed in this chapter are increasingly filling this bi-directional gap. Laboratory researchers are extending their studies to more complex, realistic tasks and materials. Design-based researchers are using more carefully controlled classroom curriculum interventions and technology-based environments to determine how laboratory results can inform classroom practice. This body of research is growing and has the potential to provide insights into future strategies to build upon and extend laboratory research.

Overall, as this discussion suggests, desirable difficulties may have important implications for classroom learning. Understanding how they work together and how they contribute to the development of an integrated and cohesive view of a particular domain of knowledge requires investigations and research studies that go beyond examining desirable difficulties in isolation and in laboratory settings. Because implementing desirable difficulties is often counterintuitive, they are frequently neglected in classroom instruction. Teachers and students alike are regularly misled by the impression that ease of acquisition indicates successful learning. Laboratory data demonstrates that student views of their own learning often directly contradict their level of retention ( Bjork 1994, 1999; Simon & Bjork 2001). Thus, this is an area in which laboratory principles of learning can have real benefits for classroom instructional design.

CONCLUSIONS

As efforts to bridge laboratory and classroom contexts in order to understand learning suggest, these activities are both important and complex. On the one hand, laboratory studies provide clear indications of specific learning principles that work reliably in laboratory studies. As research reported here suggest, however, these clear learning principles must be examined in more complex settings and with more educationally relevant materials before they can be easily applied to a classroom learning environment. The difficulties stem not just from the challenges of the materials, but also because the mechanisms that determine the clarity of these principles rely on the lack of interference or connections among the materials that are typically used in these studies.

When researchers attempt to generalize these learning principles, verified in the laboratory, to classroom contexts, they must combine them with understanding of how people learn more interconnected ideas, such as those of mathematics and science domains. These interconnections are critical to extending laboratory findings to classroom settings and in ensuring that individuals who are trained in our schools can engage in lifelong learning (Linn 1995; Linn & Hsi 2000; Linn et al. 2004). The process of lifelong learning depends on regularly revisiting ideas and making sense of their connections. Lifelong
learning involves more than recalling isolated information and really rests on the importance of making analogies and inferences about when to use information, when to combine information, and when to distrust information. Learners in classroom settings need to build a more and more integrated understanding of their ideas if they are to become productive contributors to society and to lead fruitful lives.

Furthermore, studies of learning in complex settings offer an opportunity to connect learning and design. Learning principles emerging from laboratory studies can lead to new ideas that apply to the design of instructional materials. Criteria for the design of new instruction are increasingly being captured as design principles (e.g., Linn et al. 2004; Quintana et al. 2004; Kali 2006). These studies raise the challenge of linking learning principles and design principles to inform educational interventions. Today, researchers are beginning to connect research in complex settings, features of instruction, and design principles (Quintana et al. 2004; Kali 2006). Design principles capture the results of effective designs in guidelines that can be used by future designers and combined in design patterns (Linn & Eylon in press). Design patterns describe sequences of activities that have the potential of promoting effective understanding. These sequences, such as predict, observe, explain, might be a way to combine the learning principles emanating from laboratory studies with research findings when these principles are tested in classroom settings.

Efforts to merge research conducted in laboratories and research conducted in classrooms meets the goals of use-based research, identified by Stokes (1997). Several features of successful collaborations bridging laboratory and classroom contexts have emerged. First, these collaborations typically involve a partnership of researchers with expertise in laboratory and classroom learning. This leads to productive cross-fertilization of ideas, theoretical traditions, and research strategies. Second, these ventures typically conduct classroom studies that compare educationally viable alternatives to applying the findings from the laboratory study conducted with more complex materials. Classroom studies must meet stringent criteria, such as not entailing a risk that an intervention will impede student learning. As a result, some comparisons that might be fruitful in the laboratory, such as ones designed to demonstrate the ineffectiveness of a given manipulation, are inappropriate in the classroom. An important virtue of partnerships between laboratory researchers and educational scientists is that manipulations that are at risk of being ineffective, as well as effective, can be tested in the laboratory before being considered for the classroom. In short, bridging laboratory and classroom contexts to create a science of learning offers both daunting challenges and exciting opportunities—opportunities for improving student learning, teacher learning, and school effectiveness. We are just beginning on this important trajectory.

In summary, this chapter constitutes an argument that there are compelling theoretical and practical reasons for carrying out research that bridges multiple contexts. To remedy long-standing disconnections between laboratory and classroom research, we argue for partnerships between cognitive scientists and educational researchers and we advocate an interplay of studies that incorporate educationally relevant materials and delays into laboratory studies and test findings from laboratory studies in classroom settings.

Research on cognition and instruction is both timely and important. It tackles problems and opportunities that characterize our educational system, and addresses the need for lifelong learning in a world that is ever more complex and rapidly changing. It builds on a foundation of informative laboratory and classroom research. And, most importantly, it

respects an eagerness among cognitive and educational scientists to bridge the laboratory and classroom settings.
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